Finally we have the deepest class of results in which the kernel is assumed to have some cancellation property without which the conclusion is evidently false. These are the singular integral theorems of Calderön-Zygmund and their generalizations. The proofs involve splitting functions according to the geometry of their domain.
The purpose of this paper is to extend the above-mentioned theorems. In §2 we extend Theorem A to ^-dimensions. In §3 we give a theorem in pure functional analysis (no algebraic or geometric properties of the measure spaces are assumed) which contains Theorem B and also allows the conclusion ||7/"||PS M||/||p in some cases. In §4 we give a new way of obtaining variable kernel singular integrals.
Next we apply these results to the problem of convolutions in weighted Lp norms. Let X= 7 be a locally compact abelian group with Haar measure (usually Rn with Lebesgue measure), and let W(x), V(y) be nonnegative functions which are finite and nonzero almost everywhere. We wish to find sufficient conditions on h to have (j \h *f(y)\"V(yy dy)llQ^ (j* \f{x)\p W{x)p dx)11". This is easily seen to reduce to a (p, q) estimate for the kernel K(x, y)= W(x)~1h(x-y)V(y).
In §5 we establish an "elementary" result analogous to the Young inequality for convolutions. In §6 we discuss the fractional integration kernel h{x)= \x\ ~nlr for the weights |*|a. This problem has already been solved by Stein and Weiss [18] . The proof is long and "positive kernel" in flavor and omits the case p=\. Our proof is short and "elementary", except for one use of Theorem B in the case l/q=l/p+l/r-l.
In §7 we consider singular integrals for the weights \x\". Stein [16] has considered the case of kernels which are bounded on the unit sphere. We discuss what happens when this restriction is removed.
Finally in §8 we discuss the question: to what extent is Theorem B best possible? Similar problems have been considered by Kree et al. (see [2] , [15] and the bibliography there), apparently using different techniques.
We wish to thank Professor Stein for some helpful conversations. We will use without special reference some standard theorems to be found in [8] and [21].
2. "Elementary" results.
Lemma 1. Suppose Trf=j \K(x, j0|r/(>0 dy satisfies a (q/r, q/r) estimate for some q, r, l^r^q^oo, r<x>. Then Tf=$K(x,y)f(y)dy satisfies a (p,q) estimate for 1/f-l/p+l/r-l. Similarly if A/1 = (J (J \K{x, yf dx)"'1" dy)llp <oo /Act llT/I^MiU/H,.
results hold for lg/?_co, lrSqr^co i/ we replace the appropriate integral by an essential supremum.
Proof. Note that Mq-^M^ if q^p' and Ml = M0 if by applying Minkowski's inequality for the q/p' or p'/q norm.
To prove the first half of the lemma we apply Holder's inequality \Tf(x)\ = j jfC(x, y)f(y) dx | = (J |Ä(x, jfl* a^1'" J/|,.
To prove the second half of the lemma we apply Minkowski's inequality j JV(x, y)f(y) dy | = J(JW, y)\" ^"Wl dy and then Holder's inequality. The two halves of the lemma are dual and each may be deduced (for \<p, q<oo) by applying the other to the adjoining operator J K(y, x)<p(x) dx.
We come now to the full generalization of Theorem A to ^-dimensions. Theorem 1. Let X and Y be open cones in Rn (here a cone is just a subset closed under dilations). Let r=\x\,
x' = x/r, s=\y\, y'=y/s, X' = XnSn'1, and Y'= Y Pi s""1, where s"-1 is the unit sphere in Rn. Let dx be Lebesgue measure on R" restricted to X, and dx' be Lebesgue measure on S"'1 restricted to X', and similarly for dy and dy'. As usual we consider Tf(x) = § K(x, y)f(y) dy. Suppose K is homogeneous of degree -n; i.e., K(Xx, Xy) -X~nK(x, y) for all a>0. Let Denote by K's the kernel K(x', sy') on X' x Y'. If J' is any kernel on X' x Y' denote by \J'\P,P the norm of the associated operator J J'(x', y')<p{y') dy' from Lp{ Y') -> LP{X'). Then a sufficient condition for ||7J||pg Af||/||p to hold is that (1) J" n^'-^ds^M.
If K is positive then the condition
Proof. We have Tf{rx') = \ K(rx', ry)rnf{ry) dy = jK(x', y)f(ry) dy by the homogeneity of K. Now j j K(x',sy')f(rsy')dy' ' dx' ^ \\KS\\P,P j \f(rsy')\p dy'
hence Thus JJ| ^K{x',sy')f(rsy')dy' 'V"1 dr dx' ^ \\KS\% jj\f(rsy')\p dy'r"-1 dr
\\Tf(x)\\v = I J K{x', sy')f(rsy') dy's*'1 ds\ dx) ri r\ r ip \ llp g .1 K(x', sy')f{rsy') dy' dx\ s""1 ds ■ds, by Minkowski 's inequality. This proves the first assertion. For the second assertion we consider the function f(y) = x(s)s~nlp + £cp(y')> where x 's tne characteristic function of (0, a), s>0, and <p is an arbitrary positive function in L"( Y'). We compute j|/!|P = M-1/pa£||9»||p. Now dx' ^ aepMp\\<p\\p.
We first let e -> 0 and apply the monotone convergence theorem for s= 1 and the dominated convergence theorem for s > 1 to obtain the above expression with £=0. Note that the right side is then independent of a, so we may let a -> <x> and apply the monotone convergence theorem to obtain
Taking the supremum over <p with ||<p||p^ 1 we obtain the desired result. The proof must be modified in a routine manner for the case p = co. We may combine Lemma 1 with the theorem to obtain Corollary 1. Let X and Y be as above, and suppose K is homogeneous of degree -n/r, for some r, l^r<oo. Suppose j || \Ks\T\\Qiriqlrsnr"''~1 ds = Mr<oo. Then
For the applications it is desirable to have some specific consequences of Theorem 1. In what follows we take X= Y=Rn. It is convenient to introduce the group of rotations SO(n). If we pick a "north pole" x0 e then every function/on Rn can be lifted to a function/on (0, oo) xSO(n) by the rule f(r, R)=f(rR(x0)). In this way we get all functions on (0, oo) x SO(n) which have the invariance property /(/•, RR0) = /(/, R) for every R0 e SO(n) which satisfies R0(x0) = x0. If dR is the Haar measure on SO(n) we have
If we now define a kernel Ky on SO(n) x SO(n) by Ky(R, S) = K(R(x0), S(y')) we have j|A^'||piP= ||^||p>p, where this last expression is the norm of as an operator on V(SO(n)). Thus (1) becomes j*s» \Ry\v,p\y\~n'v dy=M and (2) becomes ||jb» Ky{R, S)\y\-nlp\\p,p^ M. In the case of spherical convolution these two coincide: Corollary 2. Let K(x, y) be a kernel on Rn x Rn which is homogeneous of degree -n and such that K(x, y) depends only on \x\, \y\, and \x-y\. Then is sufficient for \Tf\p^M\f\p.
If K is positive then (3) is also necessary.
Proof. That K(x, y) depends only on jjc], \y\ and \x-y\ is equivalent to the fact that Ky(RT, ST) = Ky(R, S). Thus $SO(n)Ky(R, S)<p(S) dS=}sWn)Ky(I, SR-xMS)dS
SO(n)
whence we deduce (3) is sufficient. If K is positive then j Ky(R, S)\y\ nlp dy is a positive convolution kernel hence its operator norm is exactly jjl(y(T,S)\ y\dy dS = jK(x0, y)\y\dy.
We may use the proof of Corollary 2 to obtain a characterization of all positive, bounded, linear operators on Lp{Rn) that commute with dilation and rotation: Corollary 2'. Every bounded linear operator U: Lp(Rn) -> L"(Rn) which is positive and commutes with rotations and dilations has theform Uf(x) = j"B-. f(y) dpx(y), where px is a family ofpositive measures depending measurably on x^O and satisfying (i) fj.hx(X~1E) = /j.x(E) for every A>0, and every measurable set E.
(ii) ixRx(R~1E) = imx(E) for every R e SO(n) and every measurable set E. (iii) jBn \y\ ~nlp dfj.Xo(y) = M<oo for some x0eSn-1.
The norm of the operator is then exactly M.
Proof. A slight modification of the proof of Corollary 2 shows that every such /xx defines an operator with the desired properties. For the converse we must regularize U, applying Corollary 2 and extract a weak* limit. This is a routine but tedious argument, so we omit the details.
Finally, we may combine Lemma 2 with the theorem to obtain Corollary 3. Let K be a kernel on Rn x Rn which is homogeneous of degree -n and such that either
Then \\TflP=M »/I,. 3 . A "positive kernel" result. Lemma 2 gives sufficient conditions for an operator to satisfy a (p, q) estimate in terms of a mixed-Lp (in the language of [3] ) estimate on the kernel. If we have two such estimates holding (usually one involving M0 and one involving A/j) then we may use the Riesz interpolation theorem to obtain new results. This is in fact given as an exercise in Dunford-Schwartz Proof. We shall prove the corresponding weak-type estimate m{x : \Tf(x)\^t} (MWfWp/ty for all such (p, q) without the restriction p^q. The result then follows from the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem.
Let a, ß and y be functions of t to be determined later. Assume for simplicity that / and K are nonnegative, and ||/|p= 1. Let /=/0+/i where Let TJ(x) = J K,{x, y)f0(y) dy, T2f(x) = J K0(x, y)f(y) dy and T3f(x) = J" Kx{x, y)fi(y) dy so that T= Tx + T2 + T3. It suffices to prove the weak type estimate for Tu T2 and T3 separately. We use throughout the following identity: if \g(u) =m{x : \g(x)\^u} then J \g(x)\p dx=fä pX^u)^-1 du.
/oW=/W, iff(x) £ß, = 0, otherwise.
Let K=K0 + KX where^o (*, y) = K(x, y), if K(x, y) ^ <x, = 0, otherwise. Now since rx > 1. Thus we have, for sx < oo m{x : TJ{x) ä r} g w{x : ^(jc) ^ r1"-^-1"-!«1-1"^-r^11^} g (M1r1'^j81W/ri-1(l-r1)1/ri),i.
Next
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use since rx<p'. Thus we have, for sx <oo
Finally, to estimate F3/ choose w=l so that r0p'/s0 < w < rQ. This is possible since r0> 1 and p' <s0. Then, by Minkowski's inequality \\Tsf\\w = j K^x, y)™ dxyW My) dy
We introduce a new parameter y, depending on r, and split up this last integral according as q>0(y)^y or <p0(j)>y-We have since r0p'/w<s0. Thus we can estimate
where mmi and = /^ywy-vro/.,o\-
Finally we have m{x : T3f(x) = t} = (H^Lü)"
Now we must choose axß and y as functions of t so that all three estimates become a constant times t ~". If we set ap'(si'ri) -si = r9+p'<si'ri> and ß = («/0<p'" " then we have and the proof proceeds as before. Note, however, in this case we have the weaktype estimate holding for p= 1, q = r0. Remark 1. Theorem B is contained in the above theorem if we let r0 = r1 = r, s0 = s1 = co. Of course the proof given above was modelled on one of the proofs of Theorem B, so we do not have a new proof of this result.
Remark 2. Theorem 2 is incomplete in the following respect: if we consider for fixed p and q the set of all kernels which satisfy a (p, q) estimate as a consequence of Theorem 2, this set is not closed under addition. In other words, to apply Theorem 2 we may first have to split the kernel into a sum of several others, and then apply the theorem to each part with different values of r0, ru s0, sx. This suggests that there may be a more general result that contains Theorem 2.
Remark 3. The case s0=s1 = co has been announced by Kree [15] .
4. Variable kernel singular integral operators. In this section we change our notation to conform to that of singular integrals. We will consider operators Sf{x) = SR* H{x,y)f(x-y)dy on functions defined on Rn, or more generally operators Sef(x) = g£ H(x, y)f(x-y) dy such that SJ^-Sf in some sense although Sf does not exist as an absolutely convergent integral.
The first results of Calderön-Zygmund [5] dealt with kernels H which are independent of x, homogeneous of degree -n, and have mean value zero on the sphere. For such kernels, under additional mild hypotheses, HSs/L^J/ll,, and SefSf in V, for 1 <p<ao. Later [6], [7] they consider kernels H{x,y) which, for each x, are homogeneous of degree -n in y and have mean value zero on the sphere; similar results are proven for these kernels.
Here we take up the study of variable kernel operators from a new point of view. Our results partly overlap with those of [6], [7] , but neither contains the other.
The idea is to consider the auxiliary vector-valued operator which sends scalar valued functions on Rn into functions of x taking values in some space B of functions of t. We then use the vector-valued singular integral theory to obtain an estimate J" ||S*/(x)||! dx^A* J |/(x)|p dx. If we choose B so that all functions in B are bounded and continuous, with |g(0| = A/||g||B, we may set t=x and obtain ||5/||p^ AMP||/||P. For technical reasons it is convenient to have B a Hilbert space. This suggests taking B to be the Sobolev space Hm(Rn) for m>n/2. We shall take m an integer to simplify the statement of our results. Thus in the sequel m is the smallest integer greater than n/2. Lemma 3. Suppose that for almost every x, H(x, y) e L2. Denote by H(x, rj) the Fourier transform in the y variable {hence H(x, -q), for almost every x, is in L2). Suppose (1) J \(8/8x)aH(x, -q)\2 dx^ M2 <co for all r, e Rn and all a with \a\ = m. Then \\Sf\\2<CmM\\f\\2for allfeL2.
Proof. Note that for almost every t, S*f(x)= JH(t, y)f(x-y) dy is well defined as an absolutely convergent integral for every x. Now by the Plancherel theorem for Hilbert-space-valued functions j\\S*f(x)\\% dx = j\\(S*fnO\\l d{ = j\\H(t, OAOWl d£
But by the Sobolev inequality (see [1])
Combining the two inequalities we obtain the desired result. Proof. As before it suffices to show (J \\S*f(x)\\pB dx)llp ^ A'PM \f\\p. But by the vector-valued singular integral theory [3] this is a consequence of the L2 estimate and (3) sup" j|jelsc|"| \\H(-, x+y)-H(-, x)\\Bdx^M which is just a restatement of Corollary 1. Suppose H(x, y) = Cl(x, y')/\ y\n where £2 is a kernel o/iä'xS""1 which for each fixed x is integrable and has mean value zero on 5n_1. Suppose Q.a = (8/8x)"Q., \a\^m, exists in the distribution sense as a bounded function once continuously differentiate in the y variable, such that (4) j supy-\{dldy}Qa{x, y')\2 dx g M2 < go for }= 1. Remark. These results may be carried over to singular integrals with mixed homogeneity [9] . Similar results are given there using the spherical harmonic decomposition introduced in [7] . Our results are different in that they require more smoothness in the first variable but less smoothness in the second variable. More precise techniques are available in the ordinary homogeneous case [6] which give better results than our corollary. These methods, however, seem to be special to this case.
We can also prove variable kernel Marcinkiewicz multiplier type theorems using the same ideas. We give one example using the Hörmander version, although we can evidently obtain similar results using other variants of the Marcinkiewicz theorem [17]. = 1 <p{x,y)f{y)e-2nix y dy, originally defined for f"e & satisfies || l7/]|p^pM||/||p for \<p<zc, hence can be extended to allU with the same inequality.
Proof. As before we consider U*f{x)= \ <p{t, y)f{y)e~2nix y dy as a vectorvalued multiplier with values in Hn(Rn). The condition (7) is just what is needed to apply the vector-valued version of Hörmander's theorem [3, Theorem 8] . We then set t = x and use the Sobolev inequality to get the desired estimate for Uf.
5. Convolutions with weighted norms. We consider nonnegative functions on Rn which are positive almost everywhere. These will be denoted w or v and referred to as weight functions. We denote by U{w) the space of functions / satisfying JV \f(x)\pw(x)p dx=Mp<co with the norm \\f\\p,w = M. Lx(w) is the space of functions/with fw el". We will use: For simplicity we assume that all weight functions are symmetric; i.e., w( -x) Proposition 1. Let T be a linear operator which commutes with translations and satisfies an estimate \\Tf\\QiU,^M\\f\\PfV, \^p,q<co.
(a) Then T is convolution with a tempered distribution <t>. (b) T also satisfies the estimate ||^y||<i«).u>«> =s M||/||p(()iV (t) for \/q(t) = (l-t)/q + t/q', llp(t) = (l-t)/p + t/p', w^^w1^1, iff)-*-**?-'aid Proof. We prove this for p = \ and oo and then use interpolation. For p = co the result is trivial. For p = 1 we have using the symmetry of w and v.
There is also a direct proof using Holder's inequality which we leave as an exercise.
6. Fractional integration with weighted norms. In this section we consider the transformation 7A/(x) = jB>. f(x-y)\y\ ~A dy for A, 0< A<«. = w(x). particular \\Tf\\p,w^ M\\f\\p,w° for 12: «2:1-p.
-l/MI w(x+y)dp(y)dx ^ M \f(x)\v(x) dx Theorem 5 (cf. [18] ). /A is a bounded transformation from L"(\x\a) to L"{\x\~B) provided a + ß^O, a+ß + X = n/p' + n/q, -n/p<a<n/p', -n/q'<ß<n/q, and l^p^q^oo, except if a+ß = 0 we require 1 <p^q<<x>.
Proof. Only the case a+ß = 0 is nonelementary. If a+ß > 0 it suffices to prove the special case p=q. For, by Lemma 1, it suffices to show that the kernel I M~1x->'|~;v|x|~'i \nKa+e+» satisfies a ((a+ß+X)q/n,(a+ß + X)q/n) estimate, i.e.
/a»/(«+/j+a) is bounded from Lia+ß + »"ln(\x\mKa+B+A)) to Va+B+»<"n(\x\ -««/<«+*+«).
Note the conditions on the parameters are again satisfied, with a+ß>0 required to keep \n/(a+ß + X)<n. Now if p-q the kernel \y\~"\x-y\ ~K\x\ ~ß is homogeneous of degree -n since a+ß + X=n. Thus Corollary 2 of Theorem 1 applies and gives an exact bound of j \xo-y\~A|y\~"~nlp dy for any x0 e Rn with |x0| = l. This integral is finite provided A < n, a< nip' and n/p' -A < a, and these conditions are equivalent to those given in the statement of the theorem.
It is also possible to prove the case p=q from Proposition 2 of §5 and interpolation using the "semigroup property" of Ia, namely Ia ° Iß=Iy provided a+ß -y=n and 0<a, ß, y<n. We leave the details as an exercise.
If a+ß=0 then X=n/p' + n/q and we have, by the usual fractional integration theorem (Theorem B) that \x-satisfies a (p,q) estimate. Thus it suffices to show |j|Ä|x-y|~A|x|"Ä-\x-y\~A=\x-y\~\l -| satisfies a (p, q) estimate. This result is again elementary. By Corollary 2 of Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 it suffices to show The singularities of the integrand near ^ = 0 and y = co are integrable provided n/q-X<ß<n/q. Near x0 we have |1 -|ö|^cö|jc0-y\ hence the integrand is O(\x0-y\~n+nlA) and is integrable for all ß.
7. Singular integrals in weighted norms. Here we consider singular integral operators where Q is homogeneous of degree zero, integrable on the sphere with mean value zero, and such that the even part 0(j) + Q(-y) is in L \ogL+(Sn'1). The fundamental Calderön-Zygmund inequality [6] ||5/'||p^^p||/||p for l</7<oo was extended by Stein [16] to Ü^Hp.ur^^p.all/Hp.ixi" for -n/p <a<n/p' under the additional hypothesis that Q be bounded. His proof uses the Calderön-Zygmund inequality and a lemma which is a consequence of our Corollary 2 of Theorem 1.
For the range -\/p<a< \/p', Kree [14] shows that no additional assumptions on Q. are necessary. His method is to use the corresponding fact for the Hilbert transform and follows quite closely the Calderön-Zygmund argument in [6].
-n'i\Q dy -M < co.
Because the assumption -l/p<a<l/p' is necessary for the Hilbert transform result, this suggests that outside -l/p<a<l/p' it will be necessary to impose additional hypotheses on Q. In fact this is the case, as the following example shows:
In R2, let >fi be the characteristic function of the infinite rectangle 6 = {xx = 1, -Uxag 1}.
The functions we consider are fß(x) = x{i/>(x). Now 0 is a function on the circle x?+xl=l, which we parametrize in the usual way Xi = sin 6, x2 = cos 6. Let O be odd and nonnegative on the left half-circle x1 = 0.
We compute ||/fl||piU|«<co if and only if ß< -a-l/p. Suppose |x| <£. Then for e<|we have /* co /-3JI/2 SJ{x) = Sf{x) = f(x-(r, 0))Q(0) dr/r.
Jo Jnl2
Note that the integrand is positive. For fixed 6 sufficiently near tt, the ray x -(r, 6) intersects the rectangle gona segment whose projection on the x^axis extends at least between l/(2|0-7r|) and 3/(4|ö-tt|), along which the function fe(x)=x{6 r~ß. Thus the integral above is at least fJJ + e />3/(4|8-n|) px + e i r'-1drde = c\ Q(0)|0-tt|~ß d6.
Jjt-e Jll(2\b-n\) Jn-s If ß>0 this integral is not finite for all flei' unless q>lj(l-ß), i.e. unless 1 +a+ l/p. Thus for this to hold for all a, -l/p^a> -2/p requires l/q^ l/p'.
By the usual duality argument we obtain the condition l/g= 1 -a+ l/p', which for a in the range l/p' <a<2/p' implies l/q= l/p. Thus we see that, in 2 dimensions, Stein's result cannot be strengthened beyond replacing Q eZ,°° by üeL" for 9=max {p, p'}. However, as the following result shows, this condition is roughly sufficient.
Theorem 6. Suppose q>2(n-l) and QeL'fS""1) with mean value zero. Then S/(x) = limf f(x-y)^ldy s->0j\y\>e \y\ is a bounded operator on L"(\x\") for -n/p<a<n/p' andq'Spf^q.
Proof. Since we already have a (p,p) estimate for the kernel Q(x-y)/\x-y\n it suffices to establish a (p, p) estimate for Q.{x-y)\x-y\~n{l-\x\a/\y\a).
We do this for p-q and p=q', and the result follows by interpolation. Also 11 -\y\~"\s=c| 1 -l^l I so the integral we are estimating is gc|l -|j>| |(n_1)"". Now to apply the criterion of Corollary 3 we must show that this integral is in L1(\y\~n!p). For \y\ <\ we require a<n/p'. For |^| >2 we require a> -n/p. For \y\ <2 we require l/r'< l/(« -1), or in other words q>2{n-1). The case/>=<7' is treated almost identically using the second criterion of Corollary 3 of Theorem 1. We omit the details.
Remark. It is possible to interpolate between this result and Kree's result. We consider Sf as a bilinear operator depending on / and Q and we use multilinear interpolation (this is best done within the framework of [4] ). The fact that we require the mean value of Q to be zero is a minor difficulty which may be overcome by [20, Theorem 5.4] , for example. We thus obtain inequalities in p, q and a which express the fact that the point (l/p, \/q, a) in R3 lies in the interior of the convex hull of the points {\/p,l,\/p'), (l/p,\, -l/p), (l/p,l/r, n/p') and (l/p, 1 /r, -n/p) where l/r = min {l/p, l/p'} for r>2(n-1) and 1 <p<co.
It seems likely that the condition r>2(n -1) is not really necessary, but we have not been able to prove this. 8 . Is the fractional integration theorem "best possible" ? We begin with a weak converse to the fractional integration theorem. Recall that two functions / and g are called equimeasurable if their distribution functions \f(i) = m{x : \f(x)\>t} and Xg(t) = m{y : |g(}0| > f} are equal almost everywhere. Theorem 7 . Suppose that f is a function on Rn such that \\g * h\\qfs.Ag\\h\\p for fixed p, q with 1 <p<q<co, and every g equimeasurable with f. Then f eLr,'a(Rn)
where l/r= l/q+ l/p'.
Proof. Let >ps(x) denote the characteristic function of the ball {\x\5 s}, and let c be the generic symbol for a constant that depends only on n, so that different occurrences of c may stand for different constants.
Take g to be the nonnegative radial function nonincreasing in \x\, which is equimeasurable with /. Then the set {x : g(x)>t} is the ball of radius cXf(tyin about the origin. Thus g(x)^ti/is(x) for s=c\f(t)lln.
Since i/>s * <As(x)=csni/«s/2(x) we have g * Jjs=ctsn<f>sl2. But by hypothesis ||g * </isj|9g^s||i/fs||p, which implies tsnsm^cA3snlp which simplifies to Xf(t) = {cAgjt)r.
